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ABSTRACT
This paper introduces a newly

initiated research project dealing with
imitation, entitled Human Imitation:
Perceptual and Productional Processes.
The project is motivated by the poor
understanding of phonetic behaviour and
ability in second language acquisition,
and voluntary adoption of non-native
dialect, accent and speaker charac-

teristics.

INTRODUCTION
At present there exists little

conclusive research to explain why
phonetic acquisitional capacity (or any
other acquisitional capacity in lin-
guistics) appears to deteriorate with age.
It is generally assumed, and has been
empirically demonstrated, that both
perceptual discrimination of unfamiliar
phonetic contrasts (eg [1]) and produc-
tional ability (accentedness in L2) (eg
[2]) do deteriorate with age, but there
have also been investigations indicating
no age effect (cf [3, 4]). Other investi-
gations have demonstrated that general
multilingual experience does not facili-
tate imitative/acquisitional ability [5],
contrary to another common belief.
Much of the published research, inclu-
ding some mentioned above, draws
powerful conclusions from comparisons
with other research in phonological
acquisition, despite often grossly diffe-
rent research methods and controls. This
research project attempts to take into
account as many of the potential influen-
crng factors as possible, and specifically
addresses the question of individual
ability — an issue ignored almost enti-
rely in phonological performance
studies.

PILOT INVESTIGATION
. The results of a pilot investigation of
imitative ability will be presented here.
The'investigation served as a test of the
eliCitation methodology and experi-
mental design to be applied in the main
investigation. Our primary interest in the
pilot investigation was the experimental
structure and the reactions of the

informants, rather than a detailed in-
vestigation of their performance. This
was necessary, as the design places
considerable demand on the speakers‘
ability and concentration, and involvesa

large amount of preparation and training.
In the following section, the investiga-
tion and its results will be described. The
structure of the main investigation will

then be described.
A text, approximately semantically

equivalent, was prepared for a number of

languages. Each text was read by at least

one native speaker at a slow speed and at

a faster casual/colloquial speed. A word

list was then read once by each speaker.

The word list contained all words'frorn

the text, each word appearing tw1ce lll

the list. Two minutes of spontaneous

speech were also recorded for each

speaker (in most cases, the speaker

described his house). Native speakers

were selected on the basis of age (2045)

and modal voice, as far as practicable, as

the imitators were to be of Similar age

(20—35), and in order to _max1mise the

number of phrases which could be

extracted as stimuli (see below).

The recordings were made on DAT at

a sampling rate of 44.1kHz. They Were

then resampled using the SoundScope

hardware/software package 0““a

Macintosh computer at 22.2kl-lz. 3

texts were examined for short phrases Ol

subphrases suitable for use in the exp;

riment. The phrases had to be synttliC .

cally whole, in that constituents cou e

be divided. For example, in the Phl‘xc

the linguist parses the sentence, is!

subphrases the linguist, the lmgu
the sentence

parses, parses the sentence, * ' uisl

would be acceptible, whilst lmgme

parses, *linguist parses the, *parslisasei

etc. would not. Furthermore, the p ‘rcirig

had to exhibit fairly modal £30m

characteristics. Syntactically cg: rs w o

creak was acceptible. bl" 5?6 e f their

exhibited strong creak as Part (in their
reading register in generate;se .

lower range for F0, were no t x“!

phrases were excerpted from the ewor

bOlh Speeds, as were the relevant
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's‘mtone (450912, 125ms) // three instances of a fast phrase
‘shott tone // three instances of the slow phrase;
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eg, the linguist parsed the sentence;

‘twrrtone signal (450Hz, 125ms; 600Hz, 125ms) // two instances of the first grammatical word in the phrase
(fromthewordist) eg, the... me;

'two-tone signal // two instances of the second grammatical word in the phrase;

'two-tone sigial // two slow 'nstmcs of the first subconstituent eg, the linguist the linguist '
'two-tone signal // two fast instances of the first subconstituent;

‘two-tone signd // two slow instances of the phrase;
‘two-tone signal // two fast instances of the phrase.

Figure I. Stimulus presentation.

from the word lists.
A battery of stimuli were prepared for

each language. For each phrase (two per
language), the informants would hear
complete phrases, and then the indivi-
dual words or subconstituents, as shown
In Figure 1. The stimuli were then
recorded to DAT again, preceded by the
fast text, the slow text, and (for some
languages) the spontaneous speech.

Two informants (one male, one
female) were chosen for the pilot
investigation, on the basis of their above
average performance in the pronuncia-
tion of some foreign languages. It was,
however, necessary to choose informants
of lesser apparent imitative ability than
those participating in the main investi-
gation, in order to maximise the number
9f good imitators remaining for the latter
investigation (informants could not
Panicipate in both the pilot and main
epiperiments). The informants were na-tive speakers of Swedish, 26 and 29
gears old respectively. The male spoke
feouthem Swedish (skdnska), whilst the

male Spoke With a mixed regionalaccent of Halland, on Sweden's west
com (halliindska) and skdnska.
theiiliiee weeks before the experiment,
comai0_rmants received an audio cassette
ous Sning the read texts and spontane-
languapzeCh for a selection of the
[0 thec‘ They were required to listen
Occasio assette twrce .on ten separate
the thrns (2 x 10:20 li'stenings) during
Came tee Weeks. The informants then

0 the Department for the experi-me -m. Recordings were made in the
Pattment's recording studio.

Infofiiiiiinsto the imitation task, the0m) h wdere fitted With a lightweightto raid aea set microphone, and askedabove (andsmafl part of the text used0w f “with which they were, by. amiliar) in a dialect other than

their own. They were also asked to read
text excerpts, in as native-like a manner
as possible, for languages in which they
had adequate competence. For all
dialects or languages they were also
asked to introduce themselves as
fictional persons, according to details
they were given on paper (eg, Johnny,
29, London, student, photography, New
York). These tasks were used to gain an

impression of each informant's a) de-
layed imitative ability (strength of ex-
isting dialect models), b) base
pronunciation performance in L25, and
c) performance in a non-reading (more
freely structured) task.

For Swedish, the texts and introduc-
tions were done with regional pronuncia-
tion for Stockholm, and Finland-
Swedish, with which all Swedes can be
said to have some familiarity. For

English, 'British English' and 'American

English' were specified. For German and

French no specific dialects were

requested.
The informant was then told of the

structure of the imitation task, and how

the stimuli would be presented. This was

done using visual information — pictu-

res of the approximate sequence of

signal-tones, texts, phrases, etc. The

stimuli were then presented over high-

quality headphones. The informant could

not see the author, but communication

was possible via a loudspeaker in the

recording studio. After each two-tone

signal, the informant heard two instances

of a stimulus and then attempted to

imitate it. Adequate time was available

for each imitation.

After completing this task (total dura-

tion: 32 mins), informants were per—

mitted to leave the studio, and were

provided with some refreshments. After

approximately 10 mm, the imitation

task was repeated.
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Canadian English (female, 24, Toronto) — TRAINING LG

have to work nights: have, to, work, nights

Japanese (female, 43, Osaka) — TRAINING LG

Sutefan wa pailotto de (Steven is a pilot): Sutefan wa, pailotto de

futari wa Nihon Kookuu de hataraite imasu (they both work for Japan Airlines):
futari wa, Nihon Kookuu de, hataraite imasu, futari was Nihon Kookuu de, Nihon

Kookuu de hataraite imasu (whole phrase not imitated, due to length)

Finland-Swedish (female, ca 40, Helsinki)
men omvaxlande arbete (but varied job): men, omvaxlande, arbete
till manga storstader runt om i varlden (to many cities all over the world): till,
ménga. storstader, till manga storstader, runt, varlden, runt om i varlden

French (male, 45, Grenoble, no strong regional accent) — TRAINING LG

au deuxieme étage (on the second floor): au, deuxieme, étage
c'est pareil pour Maria (the same is the case for Maria): c'est, pareil, pour, Maria,

c'est pareil, pour Maria
Mandarin (male, ca 50, Beijing)

d6u you giché (each has a car): d611, ydu, qiché
sange fa’ng‘ian (3 rooms): sin, ge, fa’ngjiin

Figure 2. Language and stimuli used.

RESULTS

Text Reading and Self-Introduction
_ The male informant, JE, showed
interesting behaviour for the two
Swedish dialects and two English dia-
lects elicited. The text and introduction
had been designed to highlight
allophonic differences between speakers'
native dialect and the imitated dialect.
For .lE, the clearest allophonic changes
retained for Stockholm Swedish wereIn —» [nix], [R] » ir/n. [an] »
[it]. and a change in pitch accent realisa-
tions. The first allophonic change, and
the pitch accent change, were not
attempted, which was surprising as they
are considered to be highly salient
dialect cues. For Finland-Swedish, on
the other hand, JE made attempts to
produce dialect specific [r j" y: Hz],
typical breathiness and pitch accent, but
notltc] for [9]. His productions of
British English (attempted RP) sounded
non-native, primarily because of the rea-
lisation of /ai/ and /a:/ with [D] instead of
a more front a-vowel. American English
was moreacceptable, though problems
With the diphthong just mentioned were
also observed. JE's normal English pro-
ductiohp tef‘ldlf towards RP, but residence
in an it 13 s akin e '
limited t5 the UpSeA. g nvrronment was

The female speaker, P0, showedmuch less resistance to pitch accentchange required for three Swedish dia-1ects_(skanska was added), but she didn'tmodify mtonational behaviour. Her

segmental production showed clear and

fairly good attempts at dialect-allophony

for all dialects. PO's productions ofboth

varieties of English were at times

characterised by typically Swedish

dental stops, but most other segmental

and prosodic requirements were we“

met. Both informants had problems with

reduction in both American and British

English. The text included the sequence

so that they can, and proved exceedingly

difficult, as they tried to produce each

syllable and fricative, rather than

reducing the second and fourth syllables,

which would normally resultll in

something resembling sau 5811(‘91'
JE‘s productions were always less native-

like and sounded more exaggerated than

PO's for all dialects.

Imitation ‘

The two informants behaved at [11118;

quite differently in this task. JE behavree-

very poorly with regard to intonation“Ii

production, even for single word 531m“:

There was slight improvement on St r

cond trial. P0 was considerably be“;

though still showed many errorsl. “a-

Weakest area, however,'was vowe gfor-

lity, contrasting with fairly good D6 ore

mance for consonants. 115 was farogld as

Variable, though generally not as g tal

PC, as he had difficulties With segmeno

production, utterance length .(temlac'

and rhythmical characteristics in FIG” in

and Japanese (especially geriunatiodish

the latter — unexpected. as SW5

makes use of gemination contrastS)-
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0f considerable interest was the way
in which intonation in phrases was usu-
ally reproduced. Generally, the onset of
imitation was good, but the highly sali-
ent final tonal movements were not. This
is curious, considering the perceptual
salience of final tonal movements for
expressing both syntactic and pragmatic
functions, such as questions, scepticism,
sadness, etc. Similar behaviour was ob-
served for imitation of prosody only
(rather than the segmental characteristics
of an utterance) in a previous study [6].

MAIN INVESTIGATION
The main investigation takes

essentially the same form as the pilot
investigation. There are approximately
eight informants (native speakers of
Swedish), though it is hoped that further
informants may be located. All infot-
mants show near-native ability in the
pronunciation of at least one second
language (L2). It is relatively difficult to
find and recruit speakers who are this
good and are prepared to be made aware
of their imitative deficits, as language,
andlespecially phonetic, ability is a
sensrtive part of the human ego.

Speakers will be screened prior to the
training phase, so as to gain an impres-
sron of their present abilites. The
screening involves both the initial rea-
dmg and introduction task described
above, and some imitative tasks. Shortly
thereafter, half of the informants will
receive an audio tape containing training
matenal.‘This material will be different
for each informant, as it will not include
L1 or L2 dialects in which a given in-
f°rlnimt is already competent. The re-
“13mins Inforinants receive no training.

he imitation task will take a similar
Dim to the pilot investigation. The

number 0fdanguages/dialects will,
irli‘ilwer' be increased to six. Additional
madations of the same stimuli will be
prese after the first attempt, rather than
meaenting the entire battery again. This
itniteii‘s that rapid improvement for
Obsel"110:5 of the same stimulus might be
and c a le, as informant-s can monitor

e a 011;“. their productions with little
Stimzl his should. also reveal the
unidenLIISfcharacteristics which remain
inform i ied or unproduced by a given
'seco 3m. more readily than the delayed

n chance' given in the pilot
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experiment. After the phrase tasks for a
given language, informants will also be
presented with a number of extra-
contextual word stimuli, and pho-
nological contrast-pairs (eg chair~share),
for allophones or phonetic contrasts
which are known to be problematic for
speakers of Swedish (cg, alveolars, voi-
cing in fricatives, syllabic consonants).

The elicited material will be edited
and test tapes will be prepared for the
next phase of the investigation. Trained
phoneticians will assess the closeness of
the imitations, and degree of non-native
accent, auditorily (including discrimina-
tion tests — accented~unaccented) and

attempt to describe deviations. The ma—

terial will then be analysed instrumen-

tally to assess acoustic deviation and its

relationship to perceived deviation.
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